CHAPTER    28
MAKE  THEE   MIGHTIER  YET*
don't leave it to God to do that. He won't. If you want to make
England mightier you must do it yourself. God didn't make the
Peace of Munich, for all you prayed for it and gave thanks for it.
You made it, and sacrificed Czechoslovakia to make it. Perhaps
it was worth it. I don't think so.
Personally, I don't want to see England mightier, or her bounds
set wider. I would like to see, within those bounds, a cleaner,
decenter, more humane, less class-ridden England, But as we are
talking about bounds and England's might, let's talk about bounds
and England's might.
Since I wrote Insanity Fair, which foretold the end of Austria
and of Czechoslovakia, I have gained a reputation for second sight.
People ask me, by word or by letter: how did you know?, what is
going to happen to us now?
This is nonsense. I only wrote what all men knew who had
lived long in Europe and studied the Germans. You could find the
same story hundreds of times in the private files of newspaper
offices and of Whitehall, if they were open to you. Your Govern-
ment was informed of what was coming years in advance, but
either wouldn't believe it, or wouldn't act on the knowledge, or
wanted things this way. Perhaps you wanted things this way — or
were you just bamboozled? This is one of the answers that I don't
know.
You will have no respite in coming years.  Every year since
1 For ignorant foreigners: The title of this chapter is taken from a
song called'Land of Hope and Glory', one verse of which runs:
Wider still and wider
Shall thy bounds be set;	*
God who made thee mighty
Make thee mightier yet.
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